WHO RULES THE WORLD? (1)

When the last time I undertook telling you the entire truth, it seems I went over the top and
promised you something that was impossible to do.
I will be unable of telling you the entire truth, as there are two areas in which I am helpless.
These are Jews and gays. I lost every single encounter to them. As the first ones are protected
by the memory of genocide and the worldwide shared compassion and the second ones are
defended by the anonymity and a halo of the enlightened.
Therefore, if I am bound speaking about them, I shall try being very careful: I shall be
speaking with a hand over my mouth, which is regrettably only half of the truth. Therefore, I
shall be giving no rhetorical questions. Such as: “Who rules the world and the money?” or
“Who dictates the politics?” or “What are the TV and the show biz propagating?”…
Those who tried to go down to the bottom of these questions are no longer trying to ask
them. Everyone is as calm as a Belgian.
In order to name the difficult truth, one needs to remember simple things. Everything in the
world has already been thought of. Everything is happening in accordance with the same
laws of economics as well as nature. Almost all of the systems of society have already been
tried out. The people of our generation alone were communists, and socialists, and capitalists.
But always and despite of the governments the people were divided between the “masters”
and the “bondmen”. If to talk in nowadays terminology it would be the “elite” and the
“beetroots”…
During the change of systems only the inequality and the mentality remained the same: we
keep on thinking in stereotypes as we used to. Only the content of the labels, by which we
mark those who think differently changes.
The content on politician’s speeches hasn’t also changed much: they were talking gibberish
then and they are talking gibberish now. (Especially during the meetings). Thus, the talking
as well as the world-view of simple people is usually much more interesting than those of the
“elite” know-it-alls. And that is understandable. The country folk ground their lives on
wisdom of antecedents. The masters in the Parliament only sing: “From the foretime your
sons may find strengths!…” And once they stop singing they continue living in accordance
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with the modernized rules and the elite moral created by them, and ignore all the laws that
are only intended for common people, the fate of which is very hard: to reap and sow, to reap
and sow, and this way toil from 5 in the morning till late at night. Because the masters speak
and the folk must work, otherwise the granaries of the state would stand empty. Which
means there would be no money to pay the masters their salaries. And it’s not only the
animals that want to eat.
These are the laws. And nobody argues. Some people are bound to do brainwork, others –
manual work. Nobody discourages from exchanging. Once you are tired or bored from
manual work, hire others and start managing them. You’ll become a grand brainworker!
This is the practice in the world. And nobody is planning on disrupting it. Only what should
our people feel when they work unbelievably hard from morn till down and sometimes even
with few employers, and in the meantime the state granary is constantly empty. Seemingly
we all pay taxes and choose the government ourselves and up their, at the top, there is always
a shortage. And then you start thinking that it’s not the granaries that are empty up there, it’s
the heads of those in the government – so many billions were squandered during the years of
independence. And then you feel like grabbing your head and shouting with desperation:
“Hey you, up there, is anyone responsible for anything?!! Vnimanije! Achtung! Uvaga…”
Or maybe “Do you speak English?”
The answer is all right in any language. We could translate it with the help of dictionaries.
We are asking in human language: “Why is it so that the budget of our state is constantly
empty? Who is responsible? Maybe the sack has a hole in the bottom? Or maybe we work
too little for you? Then lets prolong the working day. We agree with everything. Just let us
live a normal life: let the workers work, the service people – serve. Let the employers start
new workplaces. And you can rule as much as you wish. Just don’t bother us and most
importantly, don’t steel from the granaries of the state, as we once again won’t have anything
to feed our elderly people – the pensioners.
This is exactly what I believe will be the hardest thing to agree upon. Everyone wants to
govern the state, even a dairymaid, and whenever time comes to take responsibility for the
state money, nobody wants it.
The savings of people are lost: “I’m innocent!”
The banks and holding miraculously evaporate: “I’m innocent!”
The European Union funds intended for Lithuania are lost: “I’m innocent!”
The farms, the factories, and the ports - all were parcelled out and we still have no money.
The remaining property of Lithuania is almost pocketed and our budget is still short. Where
does our money go?
Information for further reasoning:
Only for privatisation of Stumbras the bribe of LTL 15 million was offered. I haste to inform
you and calm you down. The ones who offered it, lost. The tender was won by those who
offered a less amount.
No logic?
No wonder. Whenever the business is confused with politics, no market laws function. Thus
the business people are neck or nothing trying to disassociate from politics. Julius Niedvaras
from the Vilniaus bankas publicly demonstrates that he’s apolitical. Bronislovas Lubys from
Achema is trying to support not one but all of the political parties but still manages to miss
the point and then tries explaining he wanted to support democracy, although afterwards he
co-signs memorandums not with democracy but with specific politicians (i.e. conservatives).
The elections for business people are like a game of roulette: you bet on a wrong party – you
loose money.
You say, serves them right?
No. The sociologists are to blame for bad prognosis. Their sociological researches are of poor
quality. Maybe they don’t know how to survey people? Maybe they are corrupt as well?
Plus, everything very much depends on the daily Lietuvos rytas that orders the surveys.
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Do you remember an old scandal from a few years ago? R.Paksas was always amongst the
most popular politicians and suddenly… he disappeared.
When media asked Vladas Gaižauskas, the director of Vilmorus why such thing happened,
that Cock kindly explained, “Gedvidas Vinauskas struck it out, because he orders the
ratings.”
Can anyone after that believe in sociological research? The only thing left, is to run quickly
to the till of Lietuvos rytas and pay. You don’t make it – it’s you problem. They’ll strike you
out and you’ll be gone for good. Just like in that directory “If you are not here, you don’t
exist at all!”
Not only politics give in to the sociological surveys. The advertising customers also do that. I
somehow can never prove that my TV publika is over 300,000 copies per print and the TV
antena of G. Vainauskas is less that 200,000… Still, the survey results show, that 5-6
Lietuvos rytas readers read one copy of TV antena, and the Respublika fans read… two
copies of TV publika each. I don’t make it to understand, why my readers are so stupid. Why
the readers of G. Vainauskas share the publication with their family members and mine act
strangely: after they read TV publika and forget something they just read – thy run back to
the newsstand and by a new copy. A second copy of the same issue.
Will I also have to run to Gedvydas and pay? The advertising customers also sacredly believe
in sociological researches. Thus, whilst distributing their budgets, the customers bring twice,
tree times or even ten times more money to Lietuvos Rytas, which uses so unfairly
accumulated funds for dishonest competition with Respublika: buys the journalists and
dumps the prices. Only for this reason we were supposed to punch the dishonest “leader” so
badly that all of its “unclean thoughts” would spill out (by the way, the reserved Arvydas
Sabonis after loosing his hopes to protect the Žalgiris supporters from terror, was the first one
to declare to the press that he is about to “whack someone”…).
This war is neither for money, nor for power. This is the war for fair competition. Any open
businessman would agree with me that if to tolerate such corruption and deformation of
market laws for a longer time, the honest competitor would go bankrupt. It doesn’t matter
who they are: the construction workers, brewers, sales people, or private teachers. The
corruption even invaded the sports… Who could’ve thought that in our basketball, the
Lithuanian religion, the corruption would become so widely spread that the kind-hearted
giant Arvydas Sabonis would start thinking of whacking all the degenerated politicians?
Therefore, I dare to once again repeat: this war is not between G. Vainauskas and me. Today
we are solving a historic question: What Lithuania we want to live in? (It has nothing to do
with the President whom I do not respect). Will we continue lying looking into each other’s
eyes, or will we start speaking out the truth?
If I will make it to tell the truth, as I understand it and the way I personally experienced it,
maybe you shall finally understand that nobody will succeed staying aside. You will face the
reality sooner or later. And believe me – it is easier to do it sooner than later as then it may be
too late to change something. Too big of a load is resting on the shoulders of “republicans”
(Common, now you can start laughing and mocking us…)
If we continue living in accordance with the old plan, Lithuania will loose its pluralism and
democracy. Everything, including conscience will cost money. Including the freedom of
speech. (Whilst writing this article I was informed by my deputy that a member of the
Parliament called and explained he couldn’t manage to get his opinion printed even for
money - everyone was afraid as the opinion was negative towards Lietuvos Rytas and if we
printed it, everyone would be “surprised” this information came to us – the competitors.)
Information for further reasoning:
When G. Vainauskas decided to change the format of Lietuvos Rytas to the largest in
Lithuania, a slogan was thought of: “There will be only one Newspaper in Lithuania and
others…just little newspapers!”
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Doesn’t this remind you of anything? One Truth, one Party, one Leader. Hasn’t the wheel of
history turned too quickly?
“The King is dead. Long live the King!” A napoleon, to be precise – one who ignores all the
laws and moral. Not only the prosecutors and the Prime Minister are grinding teeth from his
power, but also the basketball legend Arvydas Sabonis. And this is understood: the new
napoleon became so brassy, he no longer wastes his time to quarrel himself. He tells his wife,
who tells off the MP and threatens A. Brazys, the contemporary trainer of Žalgiris.
And in the mean time, Mr. G. Vainauskas through his editorials governs the state and doesn’t
even hide while commanding the Prime Minister A. Paulasuskas and the Vilnius Mayor A.
Zuokas. He reads a lesson to some and pats others on the back. And nobody argues: if he tells
the politicians to run to people, they do that.
And Mr. napoleon grows even brassier and formulates a new task in his editorial. This time
for V.Junokas, the leader of the Special Investigation Service. After he pours dirt on his head
and then demands proof that he is loyal. To be exact, if the SIS gets Tomkus behind the bars,
this will be “impartial” and if this would happen to Zuokas, it would be “politicised”… You
don’t believe me? It is written in Lietuvos Rytas in black ink. I can prove it in any court.
Even in the Constitutional, which is headed by E.Kūris.
Almost all TV channels, the largest business companies and cowardly politicians of our
country, who are so scared because they are still vulnerable, support the politics of G.
Vainauskas.
Information for further reasoning:
Listen to the notice of A.Zuokas carefully – once I told them to bring advertising, they ran,
racketed their companies that previously only placed ads in Lietuvos Rytas.
Or maybe we should all get used to it? And to the licence of our napoleon? It is rather nice to
watch from the side how a new monster is being created and that makes everyone cry later.
It’s a pity Sabas intervened. He understood what’s happening and told the whole truth
straight
out.
It’s easy for him. Napoleons are up to his knee. And what are we all supposed to do?

WHO RULES THE WORLD? (2)

I promised to tell the whole truth. But in order to do so we should first get used to the thought
that for a while we here, in Lithuania should live without government, without the major
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businesspeople, and the media bosses (including myself). Only a bunch of criminals that just
served their penalties and went out would remain free and rule.
Others would be locked away.
This is not blackmail, this is truth: as I said, I am just like anybody else. Because I am active
in a political life and I am a businessman, I am forced to live in accordance with not
especially transparent rules of life. And even though I am trying to be honest, I am ten times
the scum when I am amongst them – otherwise I would be unable to defeat them.
But writing about what’s happening here - I repeat – I shall be writing only the truth, because
the journalists cannot consciously lie to their readers. You might make a mistake, you might
interpret it wrongly, and you might trust a storyteller rather than a fact. But never tell a lie.
On the other hand, it seems the media keeps on playing its games, listens to everything and
writes only that what is useful, films everything and shows as much as it is necessary.
Why doesn’t the media like those who think differently? Why people with different opinion
make others nervous? After all, it is so interesting for the society to find out why one or the
other citizen has a different opinion on the subject of national importance? (Not necessarily
about the President related scandal, but about other issues as well). We have been thinking
alike for fifty years. And have been dressing alike. Even ate same meals (remember lunch
sets or “fish days” in canteens?) Why do we think in stamps, in standards?
Because it is easier. No need to think. Suffer. Consider. And this way we become our own
enemies.
And there were, yes, there were times when the media was trusted more than the Church.
What happened? Nothing really. The media, just as the society split between the “paksists”
and “putschists”. Is it a hacked reflection of the people? Let’s say yes. And what happened
with the professionalism of journalists? Already now all of the newspapers and TV channels
have become over the top tendentious. They don’t use different sources of information; do
not listen to the second opinion.
The LNK News Service during the weekly overview Savaitės Panorama announces the “fact”
about “milking” of the Vilniaus bankas as the major news, which is now with great pleasure
escalated by Lietuvos Rytas. It sounded pretty much like this: Borisov, whilst talking with
Niedvaras was trying to find out where did the rumours regarding the Vilniaus bankas came
from. Niedvaras said that it might have been Tomkus or the competitors, and Borisov thought
it might have bee Hansabankas that might have paid for it 1 to 2 million. All this information
is based on Borisov’s notes that SIS found on his PC. All this was allowed into the air
without asking the LNK “star” if it was true – nobody was asked, neither Borisov, nor
Niedvaras, or heads of Hansabankas.
I’m not even speaking of myself, who received a bribe of 2 million. Now I am sitting and
calculating, how many banks there are in Lithuania and how much money I could get if I got
rid of them all (including Hansa).
And LNK didn’t ask because they were afraid of telling the truth that nobody wanted and
which is very simple: the rumours about the Vilniaus bankas came from the Vilniaus bankas
itself. This was found by the Lithuanian State Security Department that was implementing
the order of Valdas Adamkus. This happened in the end of the year 2002, before the famous
issue of Vakaro žinios.
In general we stooped critically looking at ourselves, we don’t listen to the opinion of those
around us and slowly becoming deaf and blind. We become deadened. Thanks for that goes
to journalists who’s reportages and on TV screens and articles in newspapers let us
understand that everyone in Lithuania went crazy, they cannot communicate. Everyone talks.
Nobody listens.
Worse still – nobody wants to listen.
Doesn’t anybody stumble on a fact that all of the opponents of “conspirators” start their
speeches almost from an oath that they have not been “bought”, “hired by Moscow”,
“politically engaged” and only want to say something they don’t like. And everyone who
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reasons, doesn’t like the fact that the president chosen by the people may be overturned “in a
wrong way”.
Just that…
Why is it so important? Because we live in a democratic country. Whatever is happening is
not a problem of R.Paksas, but the problem of us all. If today the president will be sorted out
in a wrong way, tomorrow anyone could be sorted out this way: the other president, a
premier, a minister, or an editor (especially me).
Even tough, the behaviour of “paksists” is no better. They do not hear that the opponents of
R.Paksas already proved that the president who lies to his people, losses trust, that the
president, who’s environment unlawfully and most importantly unfairly uses all of the power
provided advantages, openly demoralises the society. Their argument “And what about
others?” “What about the previous ones?” cannot hold an argument either. We have to start
coming clean sooner or later.
By the way, this term “coming clean” is very stupid. Shouldn’t it be “saying the truth”?
Or try not to lie as hard as we can. At least publicly. Whenever we speak to people. For
example: from the Parliament’s tribune, from the House of President, from the government’s
office.
I wouldn’t agree with another argument, which says we have to come clean now, in order to
enter Europe clean!
Nonsense!
There is much more dirt in Brussels. The money is squandered even in bigger amounts. Next
to Brussels, in Antwerp, the heart of mafia prospers. It is well known to the world for
diamond trade and money laundering. By the way, the Brussels itself for quite a few times
became known for paedophile.
Us, Lithuanians, are not as bad. No need to load as with all sorts of complexes. If I were a
leader I would speak even more strictly: “Hey you, Belgians, clean yourselves and fall into
rank, and only then us, Lithuanians will come to you!”
If to talk more about the complexes that the men in power are trying to hammer it home to
us.
Remember the argument the men in power were trying to sell us when they wanted to trade
Mažeikių nafta to Americans almost for free? Half a billion Litas is squandered in Mažeikių
nafta every year, so Americans will come and sort it out. Do you understand what that said?
Mažeikių nafta was a state institution. The state is governed by state servants. They steal
themselves, share, and control everything. And they put the blame on our people. As if we
don’t know how to utilize the property of our state.
And if I said differently? We don’t know how to elect a normal government. Normal
government would have given the Mažeikių nafta for privatisation to normal businessmen
(i.e. Mr. B.Lubys or the owners of Vilniaus prekyba), hundreds of millions would flow into
the budget. Lots of schools and hospitals would open in the country, and even if we then sold
the same Mažeikių nafta to Russians or Arabs, the money would have still remained ours – in
Lithuania. Because the local businesspeople live in Lithuania and the interest in Lithuanian
banks is much hirer then that of the American or Swiss banks.
Even though, we gave the property of Lithuania to Americans, and there is no “nationality”
in business: no role the dependence to a party or national patriotism can play here.
Therefore, only a total idiot (I beg your pardon, but this is the term of the General Prosecutor
Antanas Klimavičius, who after studying the contract with Williams publicly over the TV
announced: “I have never seen a more idiotic contract!”) to put the politics and business in
one bunch, when we speak of normal business.
Thus, I boldly can say that everyone who agreed to it and signed it are idiots. We are
concerned with that only to the extent that is allowed to us as these people govern us.
The people have nothing to do with it. It is the officials who are to blame, the ones who were
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either stupid or received rather good bribes to allow Americans in and make us believe they
would protect us from Russians…
As it is said, protect us from friends and we will protect ourselves from enemies. Maybe I
will be subjective, but I know hundreds of examples when us, Lithuanians, when we were a
part of the Soviet Union, would rob (or “racket”) Russians. For sausages produced by us we
would sweep clean the Moscow’s budget, we were building highways and developing
agriculture as well as shipping.
And what about the “Westerners”? They stole our ships, Mažeikių nafta… It is strange they
didn’t peel off the asphalt of the roads. And how many minor fishy “businessmen” were
drawn here form Italy, Germany, Australia, and the US. If we had so many after the war, we
would have not only freed ourselves from Russians but would have occupied Moscow. And
how many more are about to come. And we will have to believe them all. Because the
government has loaded us with a complex that they are smarter. And I say that the foreigners
are twisted. And more experienced…
Especially we have to be careful with Americans. Because the US is governed by Jews. And
Jews are very very clever. Us Lithuanians still have a lot to learn from them. Like tolerance
towards each other. Good will first of our own and then to other nationalities. We shouldn’t
be jealous of each other and not try eating each other up, but help each other in a difficult
hour. Listen less to other know-it-alls and manage ourselves. When they see us jumping so in
front of foreigners, they cannot help it bus use this opportunity.
Remember, when we just started questioning the need for Mažeikių nafta contract, we at
once received a letter from few US congressmen who were criticizing us for objecting the US
investments.
And when the Americans sold us to Russians and made a lot of money, the US congressmen
didn’t write… Pity. They could explain what happened? Even V.Landsbergis and A.Kubilius
were
lost…
When all of the Lithuania press were praising the Williams the sole Respublika was strictly
defending its position – this contract is idiotic! (One more thanks to A.Klimavičius for this
term!). Then Mr. Smith, the USA Ambassador visited me in the publishing office and softly
reproached me to no longer provoke the anti-American mood in Lithuania. As an object for
exchange he promised that Williams heads would give an interview during the which I forced
them to acknowledge that that contract was useful for Americans, not Lithuania. Frankly
speaking, the they swindled us. The contract was signed. And were did the USA Ambassador
Mr. Smith after his term go?
Well, he went to Williams. To the ones who swindled us.
What does it have in common with politics? This is pure business! By the way, even the
mafia bosses after shooting somebody explain: this is only business!
Therefore, if to speak about the world of crime, one should not get involved into politics.
Everything is much simpler: the politicians also do business.
When Vytautas Lubinas, the Director of Respublika and myself were visiting USA 9 years
ago, we were visiting our old acquaintance Simas Velonckis. (He is a friend of all
governments – starting with V.Landsbergis and finishing with A.Brazauskas, and has a lot of
influence in the US Congress and the Jewish community). Then we received a phone call
from Respublika office: we were told that the contemporary government started a total attack
against our publishing office and arrested all of the company accounts. This was in response
to criticism towards millions squandered in Tauras bank. When he saw how the Director and
I were shocked, Simas Velonskis smiled at us and calmed us down: “Don’t worry, there is a
way out! Hurry to Lithuania and take care of business and after a few days I will organize
you a visit of two US Congressmen to Lithuania and everything will be fine!” To the
question what will be fine he explained: “They will go down on the airplane. They will have
no official meetings with anyone. They will only talk to Respublika.” And to the question
what they will talk about with us he responded laconically: “Whatever you want them to.
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About the weather, ladies, or you could just drink whiskey and keep quiet. Two hours later
they will leave, they would have met nobody, and you can write about anything you like. For
example: “America supports Respublika!” “The US Congressmen will not tolerate the
attacks towards the free press…” I guarantee you, such visit will help you! Because the entire
world is afraid of Americans.”
The same day V.Lubinas and myself were flying back to Lithuania. Although, we said no to
Simas’ service even though it didn’t cost too much…
Only USD 200,000.
This is how much the US politics costs.

WHO RULES THE WORLD? (3)

Before continuing the search for truth I would like to once again remind you of the two areas
in which I am helpless- the Jews and gays. I lost every single encounter to them.
I had an encounter with the latter ones due to the daily Vakaro žinios, the contemporary
editor Ričardas Jarmalavičius with a feel of snobbism typical to Jakilaitis set a goal to
himself to find out what sort of people are called gays in Lithuania? The evening daily didn’t
want to judge them; it only wanted to find out who they were and what usually they get
occupied with. (I am talking here about occupational activity, not sex.)
And the fact that this need was existent in Lithuania is proved by the fact that every single
copy of an issue, in which the cycle of articles called “They Call Them Gays” was swept of
the shelves of newsstands. The triage was expanding as yeast dough: then, fifteen, twenty
thousand copies per day!… Doesn’t this show the interest of the public? Doesn’t it have the
right to know who are gay? If yes, why the daily Vakaro žinios was prohibited even twice
and every single time it had to change its name?
And even as it still remained unclear how many of them there are and who they are, we
managed to find one thing out – gays are influential and powerful! If they can close down a
newspaper and organize a powerful contraband attack, this means we have lots of them. And
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they are a power. And a power always makes the public feel troubled. Especially if it
distributes amongst influential posts and masks itself well, and you don’t even know who is
attacking you and for what reason.
I suspect that rather a few of these people are within the military system, the President’s
House and especially in the “little ex-president houses”, which are now seeking for a return
match in politics. Even Gediminas Vagnorius was unable to stand their attacks during the
term of Valdas Adamkus. (Isn’t it interesting why the senior editor of Lietuvos rytas
Gedvydas Vainauskas was unable to sustain his friend from Sri Lanka in the premier’s
chair?)
Whilst printing the cycle of articles called “They Call Them Gays” I personally would
receive the phone calls of famous Lithuanian people who asked not to publish their names.
After such phone calls I usually couldn’t get a grip, thinking to myself: “Who could’ve
thought…”
No need to talk about the world of art and fashion.
Or televisions, which then and now are savagely attacking Respublika. Apropos look closer
to the content of TV shows and soup operas and think of what they are propagating: there is
almost no such TV product, which wouldn’t have a blue character, a gay as a main hero in it.
Let me remind you: “Six feet under the ground” (all gays), “Aquarium” (“Marilyn Monroe” a gay), even the comic of Dviračio žynios Pylipukas is acting as a gay in Burbulas soap
opera… I hope he only acts as one.
I personally have nothing against those gay people. There is enough space for everyone in
this world. But why are they every night trying to invade my home through TV? Why do
they force their lifestyle to our children and grandchildren? What are they constantly
demonstrating to us? That the fate of Sodom and Gomorrah is inevitably drawing near?! If
this is all they want us to tell, we understood it long time ago. How many times do you need
to repeat it? Any channel you switch on – it’s all the same on all of them!
This is what happens when the right of the public to be informed is taken away. It is unclear
who to address and who to argue with. And the most importantly, you never know when to
expect a strike… (At least I will have some clarity and know for what.)
After all, any person is attracted to his or her nature. It is natural they choose their
occupational activity according to their perversity and pursuits: the sadists are attracted to
sobering institutions, where they can beat up drunk customers, the pedophiles - to
kindergartens and schools, where they can peacefully abuse children, the area of sexual
perverts, if to continue the same track, should be gynecology…
If you accept my logic, maybe you could also accept my logical question: how could we
protect our young ones from people of bad will if the public doesn’t know who they are? Did
you see what happened to our president when he found out what sort of people are in his
environment? When he finally found out who that Smailytė and Borisov were, it was way too
late…
Unfortunately, the timely information wouldn’t have saved out president. He knew Renata
Smailytė from way back then and she was a friend of a hairdresser Tatjana, who was raising
her child, the father of whom was the scary Kikalishvily. Yes, the same Kikalishvily who
was photographed with Valdas Adamkus, Česlovas Juršėnas, Artūras Zuokas and other
famous Lithuanian politicians.
But Rolandas Paksas is to be sorted not because that Kikalishvily was in Miami talking to
Yosif Kabzon who is titled the godfather of Russian mafia. Plus he is gay, i.e. is a
representative of a most powerful nation in the world.
As I mentioned, now I have to be writing very carefully and weight every single word, I will
try being as clever as possible, and will speak with a hand over my mouth, because I once my
long tongue already got me into trouble. So I don’t advice others to do so either.
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People, be watchful and don’t give in to provocations! And in the same time try
understanding what happened that the genocide politics was started to be associated not only
with politics but also with international mafia.
People, my dear readers, could any of us think that the members of international mafia would
start covering their dirty activities with t the memory of holocaust victims? Could you
imagine the bigger blasphemy – the genocide tragedy is serving the criminals of Jewish
origin!
And mostly I do not understand why the Jewish community keeps silent and tolerates this?
They either no longer care for the memory of they brutally murdered compatriots, or they act
hand in hand with the criminals who are paying them good money for it?
I personally got involved with this after the death of my deputy, the journalist Vitas Lingys.
For his bold articles and civil position he was shot by Vilnius Brigade criminals, headed by
the dekanidzes, kaces, eizenshteins, neifelds, and brandveins of Jewish origin… IT was due
to these parasites that such a Lithuanian man put his head down for the bright future of our
country, who loved the country not by words but by actions. But after the terrible tragedy, the
Lithuanian Jewish community didn’t protest when the “godfathers” of mafia tried to hide
behind their Jewish nationality.
When the organizer of assassination Boris Dekanidze was arrested, his father Georgij
Dekanidze, a true “legitimate thief”, was openly speaking about being a Jew, persecuted by
anti-Semites from Respublika and the prosecutor’s office, and the Lithuanian Jewish
community was peacefully tolerating this defensive tactics and not even once disassociated
themselves from it. Furthermore, they were creating a negative opinion about us not only in
Lithuania but in Israel’s press and were pushily repeating that we don’t love Jews.
Respublika, which was the only one that fought with the Vilnius Brigade then and with the
Panther, which was protected by the men in power Aras. It was called an anti-Semitic
newspaper and the journalists of my law and order were called the new Respublika Brigade
that terrorizes and rackets fair Jewish businessmen from M & S International (the Panther)
company, which was fictitiously registered in Antwerp.
Even in the world congress of publishers the colleagues were asking me why I was called a
savage “anti-Semite”. I explained everything very clearly to them: if mafia that is led by Jews
shoots my partner and the best friend, why should I love and respect them?
And everyone understood me. Although the American press (i.e. Newsweek) only after one
year since the death of Vitas Lingys found boldness to spell it out that Panther was not the
Russian but Jewish mafia.
Even America finally realized that mafia is nor grouped in accordance to nationality: Sicilian,
Jewish, Irish or Russian but long ago grew into an international criminal organization,
closely related even to terrorists. The Jewish nationality and the memory of genocide victims
was useful to them as a cover.
It is a pity that Lithuanian Jewish community doesn’t understand of doesn’t want to
understand this and still doesn’t disassociate from their criminal fellow-countrymen.
Although ten years ago they were persistently protecting them and were offering one hundred
thousand for the finder of the murderer of V.Lingys.
Unfortunately they never kept the promise.
And in the mean time they keep on demonstrating how comfortable it is to hide their crimes
under a trustworthy cover.
Is it worthwhile wondering that Gedvydas Vainauskas didn’t take long to use this situation
for his purpose and whose Lietuvos rytas with calm heart after the death of V.Lingys
continued doing business and for money meekly printed public announcements of Gregorij
Dekanidze, demanding the release of his son Boris, who was so unfairly persecuted by antiSemites.
Maybe it was then that Gedvydas noticed how comfy it is to have a good “roof” or a cover
after committing a crime, which provides a trustworthy shelter from penalty for breaching the
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laws.
Probably he and his friends (benas Gudelis and Gediminas Vagnorius) were scared of
circumcision procedure, so they chose a less painful and no less effective cover (if to speak
in the terminology of criminals – the “roof”), which still helps them feel unpunishable.
They chose the Lithuanian religion – the basketball and more specifically, Benas (by the
way, he also has some Jewish blood) grabbed the team from Panevžys Sema and Gedvydas
took Statyba of Vilnius under his wing, which was later renamed into Lietuvos rytas.
And in order to assure that the newcomers to basketball wouldn’t risk their money too much,
their friend Gediminas Vagnorius thoughtfully promised to them to transfer few hundred
thousands into their budgets of the teams… Moreover, whilst the term of Gediminas
Vagnosius as a premier, te state founded institutions were pressurized to support his fellow’s
team Lietuvos rytas even if they had their own teams to support. Like Alita champagne
factory.
I hope I answered the open question of Arvydas Sabonis: “Why everything in Lithuania is
topsy-turvy and the LKL champions Žalgiris team get money only… for as if they won
bronze medals?” Because corruption flourishes in our country’s government, the media, and
sports.
There was no way that our premier could have given the money won by our champions
before he could pay his friend fro Sri Lanka. Maybe he borrowed money whilst on vacations,
maybe he gambled it all on the beach, and maybe he shared – who knows now.
In any situation the appetite grows while eating… G.Vainauskas really went to town and no
longer asked the businessmen for advertising in his paper, but demanded to “support”
basketball, and the ones who were trying to fight back were cornered by such arguments as:
“What? Don’t you love basketball?!”
Who could predict that this overflow of “love” that was shared without any taxes by
G.Vainauskas with other major shareholders of Lietuvos rytas, would raise interest in the
prosecutor’s Kęstutis Betingis’ head? Plus, he would find out that through the basketball club
and with the help of Vilniaus bankas not only money was laundered but also the riches of the
trade union…
This is when the new cover came in handy: “Help! Basketball is in danger!!!”
The premier G.Vagnorius was especially fond of hiding behind basketball. Whenever he
would receive criticism from Respublika that the government panders Lietuvos rytas, he
would run to television and say that he could only be attacked like that by those who do not
love basketball. Speaking in short, he egged the fans onto us.
It is natural that such unpunishablility produced a napoleon, who doesn’t care about any
laws. The basketball club was turned into a money laundry. And now he can avoid any
discussions at all and pretend he is not bothered, that he is at peace and dignified. He only
cares for Lithuanian basketball! (How could you not care for money laundry when such sums
were paid for “prizes”: tree million litas per half year!)
Shouldn’t Lietuvos rytas readers know about it? How longer can we pretend that nothing is
happening?
Or maybe somebody knows what Gediminas Vainauskas and his fellows should do in order
for Lietuvos Rytas to attract the attention of its readers to this matter? I am meekly waiting
for an answer.
www.zurnalistika.lt
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